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Daily Mind BuildersTM  Inferential Reasoning & Deduction

AN INDECENT CHICKEN?
Read the true story below, then make an inference 

based on the evidence in the story. 
1One of the major costs of processing chicken for sale is the expense of removing the 
feathers before the chickens can make it to our dinner plate.  2Most people prefer eating 
their chicken without having to pick feathers out of their teeth.  3Scientists set to work and in 
1975, they came up with a featherless chicken.  4But this new type of naked chicken never 
caught on with chicken growers because they soon were presented with another problem 
that added to their costs.  5Can you deduce what the new problem was?

Your conclusion:  _______________________________________________________

Write the number of the sentence that best supports your answer.  ______   

DEfINITIoNs
wept               dock              pig              chew                read                 

 jump             feed           raced               rat                ice

Write the word from the choice box that is described in the definition.

 1.  big hog  _________________________________________   

 2.  nice for skating  _________________________________________  

 3.  haste makes waste  _________________________________________   

 4.  a pier made of rock  _________________________________________    

 5.  chased by a cat  _________________________________________   

 6.  lead to dinner  _________________________________________   

 7.  kept crying  _________________________________________   

 8.  feed the mind  _________________________________________   

 9.  hopped the hump  _________________________________________   

 10.  turn food into goo  _________________________________________   
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 The featherless chickens were always cold and it cost more to heat the 
hen houses than it did to remove the feathers from regular chickens,
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